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Abstract
Bronchiolitis is an infection of the small airways of the lung and is a common reason for infant
hospitalizations. The most common causative pathogen is the respiratory syncytial virus (RSV).
Genetic factors are thought to influence the risk of bronchiolitis, and better knowledge of
bronchiolitis genetics will likely help to elucidate the disease process. Severe bronchiolitis in
childhood may predispose to asthma. Therefore, an effective treatment of bronchiolitis may affect
the present-day as well as lifelong respiratory health.
In this project, we aimed to identify genetic loci of bronchiolitis susceptibility by a genomewide association study (GWAS) and suitable follow-up studies, and to study a previously asthmaassociated CDHR3 variant for association across five bronchiolitis populations by meta-analysis.
We performed the GWAS on a Finnish-Swedish case-control population and identified several
loci below the suggestive genome-wide significance level. Of these, three variants showed
nominal associations in a replication population from the Netherlands. One of the loci affected
KCND3 expression, and two others were intergenic variants with putative regulatory potential.
In a follow-up study conducted on a GWAS sub population, we identified the NKG2D locus as
a candidate of susceptibility to bronchiolitis. The genomic region encompassing NKG2D variants
was reportedly associated with NKG2D mRNA and protein abundance. We validated the
association between NKG2D genotypes and protein expression with flow cytometry. The
association between NKG2D and bronchiolitis was supported by a Finnish replication study.
The meta-analysis was performed on populations from Denmark, Finland, Sweden, Germany,
and the Netherlands. A potential virus-specific role for the CDHR3 variant was detected in a
population that comprised mostly RSV-negative cases.
In conclusion, we identified new candidates of bronchiolitis susceptibility in GWAS and
subsequent studies. We found the CDHR3 variant was a potential susceptibility factor in severe
non-RSV bronchiolitis and asthma. Our preliminary results provide interesting starting points for
further studies. In the future, better understanding of the disease mechanisms and the relationship
of bronchiolitis and asthma could provide means to design new therapeutic options.

Keywords: asthma, bronchiolitis, gene expression, genetic susceptibility, genome-wide
association study, infant, lower respiratory infection, meta-analysis, RSV
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Tiivistelmä
Bronkioliitti on viruksen aiheuttama alahengitystieinfektio, joka usein johtaa pienten lasten sairaalahoitoon. Yleisin bronkioliitin aiheuttaja lapsilla on respiratory syncytial -virus (RSV).
Perintötekijöiden arvellaan altistavan bronkioliitille, joten uusi tieto altistavista geeneistä voi
auttaa ymmärtämään taudin taustalla olevia biologisia mekanismeja. Lapsuusiän bronkioliitin
ajatellaan voivan altistaa astmalle, joten bronkioliitin tehokas hoito voi vaikuttaa merkittävästi
hengitysterveyteen myös pitkällä aikavälillä.
Työssä pyrittiin selvittämään lapsuusajan bronkioliitille altistavia geneettisiä tekijöitä genominlaajuisella assosiaatiokartoituksella, joka toteutettiin suomalais-ruotsalaisessa tapaus-verrokkiväestössä. Löydökset pyrittiin varmentamaan soveltuvilla jatkotutkimuksilla. Lisäksi tarkastelimme astmalle altistavaa CDHR3-geenin polymorfismia viidessä eurooppalaisessa bronkioliittikohortissa käyttäen meta-analyysia.
Assosiaatiokartoituksessa havaittiin useita mahdollisia bronkioliittialttiuteen vaikuttavia geenikohtia. Näistä kolme sai tukea hollantilaisessa väestössä tehdyssä assosiaatioanalyysissä, jossa testattiin assosiaatiokartoituksen lupaavimmat löydökset. Yksi altistavista polymorfismeista
vaikutti KCND3-geenin ilmentymiseen, ja kaksi muuta olivat geenien välisiä, mahdollisesti geeninsäätelyyn osallistuvia variantteja. Assosiaatiokartoituksen osa-analyysissä NKG2D tunnistettiin mahdolliseksi bronkioliitille altistavaksi geeniksi. NKG2D-immuunireseptorin alentunut
ilmentyminen voi tulostemme perusteella altistaa vakavalle bronkioliitille. Meta-analyysissä,
jonka tutkimuskohortit olivat peräisin Tanskasta, Suomesta, Ruotsista, Saksasta ja Hollannista,
todettiin mahdollinen yhteys CDHR3-geenin polymorfismin ja muun viruksen kuin RSV:n aiheuttaman bronkioliitin välillä.
Toteutimme tässä työssä ensimmäisen genominlaajuisen bronkioliittialttiutta koskevan assosiaatiokartoituksen. Assosiaatiokartoituksessa, sitä seuranneissa jatkotutkimuksissa ja meta-analyysissä tunnistimme useita lupaavia alttiusgeenejä, mutta tuloksemme vaativat varmentamista
suuremmissa tutkimusväestöissä.

Asiasanat: alahengitystieinfektio, astma, bronkioliitti, geenin ilmentyminen,
genominlaajuinen assosiaatiokartoitus, lapsi, meta-analyysi, perinnöllinen alttius, RSV
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1

Introduction

Bronchiolitis is a common lower respiratory infection (LRI) that frequently leads
to infant hospitalizations worldwide (Meissner, 2016). Viral infection is a typical
cause of bronchiolitis, and respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) infections account for
most bronchiolitis cases. Prematurity, immunodeficiency, heart disease, and
exposure to cigarette smoke are factors that predispose children to severe
bronchiolitis (Florin, Plint, & Zorc, 2017). In addition to these risk factors, the
variations observed in disease phenotypes are likely due at least in part to genetic
factors. Previous genetic studies of bronchiolitis have generally focused on the
association of immune-involved candidate genes with bronchiolitis (Miyairi &
DeVincenzo, 2008). These studies have identified some associated loci, but
knowledge of the genetic variation contributing to bronchiolitis susceptibility is
incomplete.
Individuals affected by severe viral bronchiolitis in infancy appear to have an
elevated risk of becoming asthmatic (Jartti & Gern, 2017). Asthma is a chronic,
heterogeneous lung disorder with high heritability, and there are several
polymorphisms associated with asthma subtypes (Ullemar et al., 2016). It has been
suggested that bronchiolitis either triggers asthma pathogenesis or has shared risk
factors with asthma, or both (Edwards, Bartlett, Hussell, Openshaw, & Johnston,
2012). The observed connection between LRIs in infancy and subsequent asthma
has prompted a search for shared genetic factors to unravel disease mechanisms
and to identify predictive strategies and preventive therapies for both disorders
(Larkin & Hartert, 2015).
In this work, we aimed to identify novel genetic polymorphisms associated
with severe bronchiolitis and common genetic determinants of bronchiolitis and
asthma. To achieve this, we performed a hypothesis-free genome-wide association
study (GWAS) of bronchiolitis, further characterized a promising GWAS candidate
locus of bronchiolitis susceptibility, and conducted a meta-analysis to assess the
role of an asthma-associated polymorphism in bronchiolitis.
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2

Review of literature

2.1

Studying genetics of complex traits

2.1.1 Genetic variation in humans
Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) contains the information that organisms need to
develop, live, and reproduce. In human genomes, DNA is assembled into 22
autosomal chromosome pairs and a pair of sex-determining chromosomes. The
information written in the DNA sequence is encoded as alterations in the base-pair
(bp) composition of the DNA. The first draft sequence covered >90% of the human
genome and became available in the early 2000s; it refined the position and
structure of genes (Lander et al., 2001; Venter et al., 2001). The sequence of the
human genome guides the formation of approximately 20,500 protein-coding genes
and the transcription of multiple nonprotein-coding sequences (1000 Genomes
Project Consortium et al., 2015). Since the first sequences of human genomes
became available, advances in genotyping and high-throughput sequencing, as well
as usage of these methodologies in genetic studies conducted within and between
human populations, have improved our understanding of the genetic diversity and
complexity of the human genome (1000 Genomes Project Consortium et al., 2015;
International HapMap Consortium, 2003; Lek et al., 2016). It is now estimated that
only up to 3% of the human genome encodes proteins, although approximately 80%
of the genome is actively transcribed (Dykes & Emanueli, 2016; Harrow et al.,
2012). Several types of noncoding RNA (ncRNA) species comprise most of the
transcribed genome, including long noncoding RNA (lncRNA), micro RNA
(miRNA), small interfering RNA (siRNA), and piwi-interacting RNA (piRNA).
Variations in nonprotein-coding sequence are implicated in the regulation of
various biological processes, such as alterations in tissue and context-specific gene
expression (Hrdlickova, de Almeida, Borek, & Withoff, 2014). Noncoding variants
can affect gene expression; for example, by altering the function of enhancers or
affecting miRNA binding sites (L. W. Barrett, Fletcher, & Wilton, 2012).
Single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) are the most basic variations in the
genomic sequence. SNPs are changes at a single bp position of the DNA sequence
that give rise to multiple alleles at that position. Other types of genetic variants
include structural variants such as insertions, deletions, inversions, translocations,
substitutions, copy number variants (CNVs), and microsatellites (Feuk, Carson, &
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Scherer, 2006; Sudmant et al., 2015). All of these are genomic rearrangements in
which stretches of DNA are added, removed, inverted, moved to another genomic
location, or tandemly repeated. Recent whole-genome sequencing (WGS) and
whole-exome sequencing (WES) studies conducted on large populations with
diverse ancestries have identified 88 million polymorphic sites in human genomes
(1000 Genomes Project Consortium et al., 2015). More than 7 million variants, or
approximately one variant for every eight bp, were identified across the exomes
of >60,000 people (Lek et al., 2016). Of these, about 50% were singleton sites (i.e.
sites at which a polymorphism occurred only once). A typical individual genome
harbors on average 4 to 5 million polymorphic sites that differ from the reference
sequence. The majority (>99%) of the variations are SNPs and short
insertions/deletions. In addition, the average human genome contains about 1,000
large deletions, 160 CNVs, and approximately 1,500 inversions, which, taken
together, encompass more sites than the SNPs in a single genome (1000 Genomes
Project Consortium et al., 2015).
In pooled human genome data, the majority of variants are rare. In the exome
sequences of >60,000 individuals, 99% of the identified variants were rare, and
occurred with frequencies of <1%. (Lek et al., 2016). Across whole-genome
sequences of 2,054 individuals, about 75% of the identified variants were rare, with
frequencies of <0.5%, and about 14% of variants occurred at low frequencies (0.5–
5%). However, within individual genomes, most of the variants were common and
only a fraction (1–4%) of the identified variants occurred at frequencies of <0.5%.
Variants shared among populations are mostly common variants (1000 Genomes
Project Consortium et al., 2015).
The occurrence of alleles and their frequencies for SNPs and other variants can
vary among different ethnic groups or according to geographical location. Genetic
diversity is highest in African populations and lower in other continents, which is
consistent with out-of-Africa hypothesis of human origins (Tishkoff et al., 2009).
Allele frequencies have been shaped by demographic events and evolutionary
processes as a response to historical environmental pressures (Akey et al., 2004).
Deleterious variants are expected to occur at lower allele frequencies than neutral
variants due to purifying selection, which removes them from populations.
Balancing selection and directional selection maintain advantageous alleles or
drive them into fixation, whereas slightly deleterious alleles are lost or become
more common by random genetic drift (Blekhman et al., 2008; Quintana-Murci,
2016). Small populations are prone to genetic drift, and it is common in populations
that have undergone population bottlenecks (i.e., the population has undergone a
18

drastic reduction in size). In small populations, genetic drift may result in loss of
rare alleles and decrease the gene pool. At the same time, rare deleterious alleles
may become more common in a population by chance (Quintana-Murci, 2016). For
example, the Finnish population history, which comprises founder effects,
population isolates, and population bottlenecks, has enabled genetic drift to shape
the gene pool (Peltonen, Palotie, & Lange, 2000). This is reflected in specific
genetic structure including long stretches of linkage disequilibrium (LD) and
regional genetic differences (Jakkula et al., 2008; Kerminen et al., 2017). Finnish
demographic history has also led to the enrichment of rare deleterious variants,
which constitute the Finnish disease heritage (Peltonen et al., 2000).
2.1.2

Role of genetic variation in disease

Many human diseases have a genetic background, in which an individual’s genetic
make-up gives rise to or increases the likelihood of developing a certain disease. In
monogenic disorders, a mutation in one gene is sufficient to cause the disease,
whereas multifactorial diseases result from a combination of numerous variants in
multiple genes and environmental factors (Smith & Lusis, 2002). Some presentday complex diseases may reflect a mismatch between adaptation to past selective
pressures and the current environment (Blekhman et al., 2008). Variants across the
allele frequency spectrum can contribute to disease risk (Gibson, 2012). In general,
the effect size distribution of variants tends to change in relation to allele frequency,
with rare alleles conferring larger effects than more common alleles. This inverse
correlation has been observed for many traits, and it is in accordance with
population genetic models of differential selective forces that act on rare and
common variants (Bomba, Walter, & Soranzo, 2017).
Monogenic rare diseases with Mendelian inheritance patterns arise as a result
of a mutation in a single gene. The deleterious variants in such diseases are usually
nonsynonymous changes located in exons. Nonsynonymous variants alter the
protein-coding nucleotide sequence of DNA, which leads to damage in the protein
structure or function (Chong et al., 2015). Currently, 3,466 single-gene defects are
known to give rise to 5,075 monogenic disorders or phenotypes (Online Mendelian
Inheritance in Man [OMIM], January 2018) (McKusick, 2007). For example, a
mutation in survival of motor neuron 1 (SMN1) causes spinal muscular atrophy
(SMA), in which degeneration of motor neurons in the spinal cord ultimately results
in muscle atrophy. SMA is an autosomal recessive condition, which means that the
onset of disease requires a defect in both copies of SMN1 (Wirth, 2000). Another
19

example is the Finnish disease heritage, which includes 36 disorders that are caused
by a single-gene defect (Polvi et al., 2013). These are diseases that are specifically
enriched in Finland due to demographic history, in which founder effects and
population isolation occurred (Peltonen, Jalanko, & Varilo, 1999).
Complex diseases are caused by multiple factors, including environmental risk
factors, lifestyle factors, genetics, and epigenetics (Bookman et al., 2011).
Environmental factors may modify DNA methylation patterns and chromatin states,
and sometimes these epigenetic changes are transmitted to the offspring (Feil &
Fraga, 2012). Complex phenotypes result from interactions among these various
genetic and environmental factors, each of which typically have a small influence
on the outcome (Figure 1). Most of the common human diseases, such as type 2
diabetes, cardiovascular disease, many neurological disorders, and cancer, have a
complex polygenic background (Bookman et al., 2011). Complex disorders do not
have clear inheritance patterns but may cluster in families. Typically, heritability of
a multifactorial common disease is 30–60% (Price, Spencer, & Donnelly, 2015).
Many genes that cause Mendelian diseases have been successfully localized
with linkage analysis (Jorde, 2000). Linkage mapping identifies genetic markers
that cosegregate with a given trait in different family configurations (Baron, 2001).

Fig. 1. Complex phenotypes are influenced by an interplay of environmental, genetic,
and epigenetic factors that individually may have modest effects (modified from
Oksenberg & Baranzini, 2010).
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Application of linkage analysis to complex traits has had some success, such as
identifying risk variants for Mendelian subforms of common diseases (e.g.,
BRCA1, DNA repair associated (BRCA1) and BRCA2, DNA repair associated
(BRCA2) in breast cancer). Linkage analysis has also identified some genetic
variants with large effects, such as apolipoprotein E (APOE) in Alzheimer disease
(Baron, 2001; Jorde, 2000).
In general, linkage studies of complex disorders have been less successful due
to the heterogeneous nature of these disorders and the lack of power to detect
relatively common variants with modest effects (Silverman & Palmer, 2000).
Association studies that investigated the variations of candidate gene
polymorphisms in case-control populations of usually unrelated samples were an
early alternative to linkage mapping to study the genetic basis of complex disease
(Hirschhorn & Daly, 2005; Silverman & Palmer, 2000). Candidate gene association
studies focused on certain genes based on plausible biology in view of the
phenotype under consideration (Daly & Day, 2001). Compared to linkage studies,
association studies had more power to detect risk alleles with lower effects, but
they were prone to confounding by population structure and nonreplicable results
(Price et al., 2015). GWASs, which screen a genome-wide array of SNPs for
associations with a studied trait in a hypothesis-free manner, became available in
the mid-2000s (Hirschhorn & Daly, 2005).
2.1.3

Genome-wide association studies

Improvements in the human genome map and genotyping arrays and technologies
facilitated the development of GWASs. GWASs test hundreds of thousands to
millions of polymorphisms for association with a particular phenotype (Evangelou
& Ioannidis, 2013).
Capturing common variation
The detection of causal variants in a GWAS is largely based on LD (i.e., correlation
between nearby variants resulting from population history and evolutionary forces)
(International HapMap Consortium, 2005). Genotyped variants capture the
underlying unobserved causal variants if they are in LD with the observed variants
(Visscher et al., 2017). Genotyping of approximately 500,000 SNPs captures about
80% of common variation (minor allele frequency [MAF] >5%) in European
populations (Price et al., 2015). The statistical power to identify disease-associated
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regions is governed by the sample size of the study, the effect size and frequency
distributions of causal variants, and LD between genetic markers and causal
variants (Hong & Park, 2012). Accurate case definition is also important to avoid
excess genetic and environmental heterogeneity, which may reduce the power to
detect an effect (Zondervan & Cardon, 2007). However, in most phenotypes,
adequate sample size is statistically more important than exact phenotype definition,
and large sample size may balance the noise from less-precise phenotype
definitions (Price et al., 2015). Genotype data from publicly available population
controls can be used to increase the statistical power of a GWAS (Zhuang et al.,
2010).
Genotype imputation (i.e., the statistical prediction of unobserved genotypes)
can be used to increase the resolution and power of a GWAS (B. Howie,
Fuchsberger, Stephens, Marchini, & Abecasis, 2012). Imputation methods leverage
a reference panel of densely characterized individuals. Haplotype segments can be
extrapolated from the reference panel into a more sparsely genotyped study
population that has been characterized at a subset of the reference panel samples
(B. Howie, Marchini, & Stephens, 2011). Imputation increases the amount of SNPs
to be analyzed and enables identification of trait-associated low-frequency variants
that would not otherwise be detected. Another advantage of imputation is that it
facilitates the combination of genome-wide datasets that have been genotyped in
different platforms and also aids meta-analysis of such data (B. N. Howie, Donnelly,
& Marchini, 2009).
Study design and quality control
Careful study design will help to identify true associations and replicate the
findings of a discovery study in independent replication cohorts. The influence of
population stratification increases in proportion to the number of samples
(Patterson, Price, & Reich, 2006). In unadjusted analysis, the observed allele
frequency differences between cases and controls may reflect systematic ancestry
differences rather than true associations (Turner et al., 2011). In large GWASs,
stratification may be controlled for at the study design level and at the analysis
stage. Careful selection of cases and controls can minimize unwanted population
structure (Zondervan & Cardon, 2007). Controls should come from the same
population from which the cases were collected, and population stratification can
be reduced by matching the cases and controls for ethnicity (Turner et al., 2011).
Matching according to gender may be helpful if there are gender differences in
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disease incidence. Over-matching should be avoided since it will eventually lead to
loss of power by having to account for all matched factors in statistical analysis
(Zondervan & Cardon, 2007). One way to adjust for underlying population
structure in an admixed GWAS population is to incorporate principal components
into the association analysis. Principal components summarize the
multidimensional data into the most important axes of variation (Peres-Neto,
Jackson, & Somers, 2005).
Quality control (QC) of the data is a vital step to avoid spurious association
signals. For example, an uneven frequency distribution of missing genotype calls
across samples and relatives in data can lead to false-positive associations (Laurie
et al., 2010). These issues can be avoided by filtering out SNPs with poor call or
genotyping rate, deviation from Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium (HWE), and MAF
below a certain threshold (often 1%) (Miyagawa et al., 2008). Related individuals,
clear population outliers, and samples with large portions of missing genotypes can
be traced from genome-wide data and excluded (Laurie et al., 2010).
Replication studies aim to demonstrate the validity of an association and are
necessary for both candidate gene studies and GWASs (NCI-NHGRI Working
Group on Replication in Association Studies et al., 2007). Variants associated with
a trait in a GWAS and replication study are considered robust phenotype-associated
loci (Marian, 2012). Overall, GWASs that have reached genome-wide significance
in the discovery phase have been highly replicable across different studies. To
date, >10,000 variants have been strongly associated (p < 10−8) with several
complex traits such as cardiovascular diseases, immune system diseases,
hematological measurements, and lipid or lipoprotein measurements (MacArthur
et al., 2016). GWAS analyses have shed light on the genetic architecture of complex
diseases in humans, given insight into biological processes of diseases, and lead to
discoveries of novel therapeutic strategies (Visscher et al., 2017).
Meta-analysis
Meta-analyses to produce a summarized result over multiple studies can identify
further associated risk loci (Evangelou & Ioannidis, 2013). For example, a recent
trans-ethnic meta-analysis identified novel loci and replicated several previous
associations between genetic variants and systemic sclerosis (Terao et al., 2017).
Meta-analysis of GWASs may be performed under a fixed effects or random effects
model. Fixed effects meta-analysis assumes that risk variants across data sets have
similar effect sizes, and it is generally used in the discovery phase and prioritization
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of disease-associated variants. Random effects meta-analysis may be used to
estimate generalizability and the average effect of an associated variant in different
populations (Evangelou & Ioannidis, 2013).
Architecture of complex disease and missing heritability
GWASs have demonstrated that complex diseases are highly polygenic and that
most complex disease–associated variants have small individual effects (Visscher
et al., 2017). Together, the associated variants explain varying fractions of the
estimated heritability of a particular disease (Bomba et al., 2017). The rest of the
phenotypic variation between individuals estimated to be due to genetic differences
(i.e., “missing heritability”) may be explained by several factors including
unobserved rare and common variants underlying a given disease, as well as
epigenetics, gene–gene interactions (epistasis), and gene–environment interactions
(Manolio et al., 2009).
By design, a GWAS does not detect rare variants due to lack of LD structure
among common variants in the genotyping chip and rare (MAF < 1%) causal
variants with modest effect on the trait (Q. Wang, Lu, & Zhao, 2015). Genotype
imputation usually leads to identification of some of these rare variants. Other
means to access rare and low-frequency variants include custom genotyping arrays
and WGS or WES in a population dataset or family cohorts (Bomba et al., 2017; Q.
Wang et al., 2015). Little is known about the impact of rare variants on complex
disease. Interestingly, autism spectrum disorders may have more causal variants
from the rare spectrum compared to other complex diseases (Bomba et al., 2017).
The heritability explained by common variants will likely increase in future years,
when larger GWASs and meta-analyses will capture more variants with even
smaller effects (Manolio et al., 2009). In 2008, for example, 40 genome-wide
significant variants were known to be associated with height, and together
explained approximately 5% of heritability. By 2015, the number of associated
variants was about 700, and the explained heritability was >20% (Visscher et al.,
2017). Linear mixed models to estimate the heritability explained by common
variants have shown that common SNPs typically explain about half of the narrow
sense (additive) heritability estimated from twin studies. These models also include
variants that individually do not reach genome-wide significance (Price et al., 2015).
However, defining the total number of variants with nonzero effects is challenging.
A recent omnigenic model suggested that many complex diseases are driven largely
by the activity in disease-relevant tissues of multiple small-effect regulatory
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variants located in peripheral genes without direct relevance to disease. The
contribution of the regulatory variants to disease would then be transmitted through
cell-specific regulatory networks to a more limited number of core genes with
direct effects (E. A. Boyle, Li, & Pritchard, 2017).
Complex diseases appear to be highly pleiotropic; that is, distinct phenotypes
share a proportion of causal variants (Gratten & Visscher, 2016). The same genetic
variants can be significantly associated with different diseases in individual
populations. For example, hundreds of loci have been found to be associated with
autoimmune disease in the last 5 years, and cross-disease studies of different auto
immune disorders have led to the identification of further associated loci (Visscher
et al., 2017). Polygenic risk scores (PRS), constructed on the basis of large GWASs
or meta-analyses that combine results across multiple GWASs, have been useful in
examining a pleiotropic basis for related traits. The first successful application of a
PRS analysis was using a PRS based on the GWAS of schizophrenia to study the
risk of several other disorders; the PRS was associated with the risk of bipolar
disorder but not with a number of nonpsychiatric diseases (International
Schizophrenia Consortium et al., 2009). In addition to demonstrating pleiotropy,
PRSs may be used to increase the accuracy of predictions of disease risk, and to
classify groups as having a minor or major risk for disease (Visscher et al., 2017).
For example, a PRS constructed on the basis of cardiovascular disease (CVD)–
associated variants was observed to be a useful in prediction CVD prevalence
within a group of individuals with familial hypercholesterolemia (Paquette et al.,
2017).
2.1.4 Interpreting GWAS signals
Common disease-associated SNPs in exons may exert their effects by, for example,
causing a premature stop codon, changing a codon sequence, shifting a reading
frame, or affecting a splice site (Lek et al., 2016; Pagani & Baralle, 2004). As a
consequence, the stability or function of a protein or mRNA may be altered. The
majority (approximately 80%) of the associated variants identified by GWASs are
located in noncoding regions of the genome (M. J. Li, Yan, Sham, & Wang, 2015).
Unraveling the path from such association signals to plausible biology and function
can be challenging. In addition, resolving the causal variants or DNA elements
through which GWAS SNPs influence the trait is not straightforward, due to the
complex LD structure between tagging SNPs and causal variants (Zhu et al., 2016).
A growing body of genomic and other data, such as tissue-specific gene expression
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data, transcription factor binding sites, active enhancers, knowledge of
conservation across genomes, and circulating levels of metabolites in genetically
diverse individuals, may shed light on the role of disease-associated variants
identified by GWASs (Elkon & Agami, 2017). Comparisons of GWAS data with
regulatory data have shown that variants identified through GWASs are enriched
for regulatory elements (Lowe & Reddy, 2015; Tak & Farnham, 2015).
Approximately two thirds of disease-associated variants identified through GWASs
map to functional regulatory elements listed in Encyclopedia of DNA Elements
(ENCODE) (Civelek & Lusis, 2013).
One way to interpret and prioritize disease-associated variants from GWAS is
to integrate GWAS signals with expression quantitative trait loci (eQTLs; Figure 2)
(Albert & Kruglyak, 2015; Hormozdiari et al., 2016). Currently available eQTL
resources or databases include the portal for the genotype–tissue expression (GTEx)
project, which has gene expression data across about 50 tissues; the blood eQTL
browser; and the NCBI eQTL browser, which contains cis-eQTLs from liver, brain,
and lymphoblastoid cells (Tak & Farnham, 2015). Combining disease variants from
GWAS with eQTL data may help identify genes that are influenced by diseaseassociated genetic variation. Further, combining disease SNPs with tissue-specific
eQTLs can pinpoint the particular tissue or cell type in which disease variants play
a role (Pai, Pritchard, & Gilad, 2015).
There are several advantages to investigating GWASs and eQTL studies in
combination rather than directly comparing gene expression alterations with
disease. One advantage is the independence of GWAS SNPs from environmental
confounders, such as medication and nutrition (Hauberg et al., 2017).

Fig. 2. eQTLs are genetic loci that influence expression levels of mRNA transcripts. Cis
eQTLs typically regulate expression of nearby genes and cause allele-specific
expression. Trans eQTLs affect overall mRNA levels of distal genes. The same locus
can affect mRNA expression in cis and in trans (adapted from Nica & Dermitzakis, 2013).
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Several methods to combine GWASs and eQTL studies have been developed, some
of which can be performed on summary statistics. One such approach is Mendelian
randomization, which uses genetic variants as instrumental variables to assess if an
exposure (e.g., protein level or gene expression) is causally related to an outcome
(e.g., disease) (Zhu et al., 2016).
Protein QTLs (pQTLs) are genetic loci that influence protein levels of a
particular gene (Albert & Kruglyak, 2015). Human pQTLs are not as widely
studied as eQTLs. Approximately 50% of the pQTLs in the plasma proteome have
an underlying eQTL (Suhre et al., 2017). Testing GWAS SNPs for pQTL
colocalization can be used as a further means to identify and prioritize potential
causal variants and to explore how genetic variants might regulate diseaseassociated gene expression (Chick et al., 2016).
2.2

Bronchiolitis

2.2.1 Definition
Bronchiolitis is a common lower respiratory tract infection (LRI) in infants
(Drysdale, Green, & Sande, 2016). It is typically caused by common respiratory
viruses and leads to inflammation of bronchioles and adjacent tissue (Jartti & Gern,
2017). Bronchiolitis is generally defined as the first wheezing episode or expiratory
breathing difficulty in children <2 years of age, but the upper age limit varies from
6 to 24 months among studies (Korppi, Koponen, & Nuolivirta, 2012). Other
clinical characteristics typical of bronchiolitis include lower respiratory symptoms
such as dry cough, tachypnea, auscultative crackling sounds, and chest retractions
(Meissner, 2016).
2.2.2 Treatment and prevention
The current recommendation for treatment and management of bronchiolitis is
supportive care, which includes assisted hydration and oxygen supply when
reduction in fluid intake or oxygen saturation occurs (Ralston et al., 2014). There
have been many efforts to treat bronchiolitis with interventions including
bronchodilators, corticosteroids, and hypertonic saline (Petrarca, Jacinto, & Nenna,
2017). However, there is limited evidence for the comprehensive effectiveness of
medical interventions in bronchiolitis treatment and thus, routine use of these
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therapies is not recommended (Schweitzer & Justice, 2018). Some infants with RV
induced bronchiolitis appear to benefit from corticosteroid treatment (Jartti & Gern,
2017). Other subgroups of children with viral LRI may also benefit from some of
these treatments; therefore, more studies are needed (Drysdale et al., 2016).
Palivizumab is an effective but relatively expensive monoclonal antibody
targeted against the RSV fusion (F) glycoprotein. Immunoprophylaxis with
palivizumab can be used to prevent severe RSV bronchiolitis in high risk groups
including infants with heart disease or chronic lung disease (Ralston et al., 2014;
The IMpact-RSV Study Group, 1998). There is no known prevention for RV
induced bronchiolitis (Jacobs, Lamson, St. George & Walsha, 2013). Although
palivizumab is currently the only licensed therapy against RSV infection, new
promising vaccines and antiviral therapies are constantly being developed
(Drysdale et al., 2016; Graham, 2017).
2.2.3 Epidemiology
The prevalence of bronchiolitis is approximately 20% during the first 2 years of
life (Jartti & Gern, 2017). Bronchiolitis almost always results from infection with
common respiratory viruses. The most common causative pathogen is respiratory
syncytial virus (RSV), which is implicated in 50–80% of children hospitalized for
bronchiolitis (Zorc & Hall, 2010). Other causative agents, from most common to
less prevalent, include rhinovirus (RV), parainfluenza virus (PIV),
metapneumovirus, adenovirus, coronavirus, and influenza A and B viruses.
Approximately 5–25% of viral LRIs are caused by RV or PIV (Meissner, 2016).
The proportions of causal agents fluctuate annually and seasonally, and infections
are usually more common during cold or rainy periods. However, RV-induced
bronchiolitis can occur throughout the year (Paul et al., 2017).
The general clinical presentation of patients with bronchiolitis due to distinct
viral etiologies is relatively similar (Singh, Moore, Gern, Lemanske, & Hartert,
2007). However, some differences in the clinical characteristics of bronchiolitis
patients with different causal viruses, mainly RSV and RV, have been recognized.
Children with RV-induced wheezing tend to be older than those with RSV disease
and are also more likely to have eosinophilia and atopic dermatitis during infection
(Korppi, Kotaniemi-Syrjanen, Waris, Vainionpaa, & Reijonen, 2004). Some studies
have linked RSV infection with more-severe illness, and a higher viral load has
been associated with a longer duration of hospitalization (Hasegawa et al., 2015).
Coinfection with RSV and RV may result in more-severe disease compared to
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bronchiolitis induced by a single virus type (Singh et al., 2007). Finally, studies of
therapeutic strategies for bronchiolitis have noted differences in responses among
patients with distinct viral etiologies. For example, some wheezing infants with RV
LRI respond to treatment with systemic corticosteroids by showing a reduced risk
for a recurrent wheezing phenotype after LRI (Lehtinen et al., 2007). Passive
immunization with the monoclonal antibody palivizumab reduces the severity of
RSV-induced LRIs. Further, immunoprophylaxis may reduce the risk of developing
recurrent wheezing after RSV infection has passed (Blanken et al., 2013).
In most cases, children infected with common respiratory viruses have mild
symptoms, such as runny nose or cough, that resemble symptoms of a common
cold and resolve uneventfully (Tregoning & Schwarze, 2010). However, in some
cases viral infection causes severe acute bronchiolitis that necessitates hospital
admission. RSV bronchiolitis is a frequent cause of hospitalization of babies and
young children worldwide (Scheltema et al., 2017). While >99% of mortalities due
to severe RSV bronchiolitis occur in developing countries, severe bronchiolitis is
also a major health care burden in developed countries (Shi et al., 2017). For
example, virus-induced bronchiolitis is the most common cause of hospital
admission among children <12 months of age living in the United States (Florin et
al., 2017). In general, about 2–3% of infants are admitted to hospital with severe
bronchiolitis during their first year of life (Smyth & Openshaw, 2006).
Several risk factors are known to make children susceptible to a severe course
of bronchiolitis. The most important risk factors include chronic lung disease of
prematurity, immunodeficiency, and congenital heart disease (Florin et al., 2017).
Chronic lung diseases known to confer a large risk for severe bronchiolitis are
bronchopulmonary dysplasia and cystic fibrosis (Ramet, Korppi, & Hallman, 2011).
Very young age (<3 months) and extremely preterm birth (gestation at <29 weeks)
also predispose infants to severe bronchiolitis that may present with apnea (Florin
et al., 2017; Meissner, 2016). Several studies have suggested that male sex may
predispose children to more-severe viral bronchiolitis. Environmental factors
linked to a risk of severe bronchiolitis include exposure to cigarette smoke,
maternal tobacco use at the time of pregnancy, populous living circumstances,
undernourishment, and older sisters or brothers in the family (Ramet et al., 2011).
The proportion of hospitalizations due to severe bronchiolitis is greatest among
previously healthy children (Meissner, 2016).
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2.2.4 Immune response to respiratory viruses
The characteristics of the causal virus as well as the host immune response are
thought to be involved in bronchiolitis pathogenesis and variations in clinical
disease phenotypes (Figure 3) (Singh et al., 2007). Viral infection and replication
can cause injury by direct effects to the epithelium, such as necrosis. Immune
responses are also believed to influence disease severity, and inflammatory
cytokines are thought to be involved in the tissue damage that occurs during viral
LRI (Tregoning & Schwarze, 2010). Respiratory viruses invade the airway
epithelium via interactions with particular receptors and begin replicating in the
epithelial cells (Jartti & Gern, 2017).

Fig. 3. Pathogenesis of respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) or rhinovirus (RV) induced
bronchiolitis. Bronchiolitis is caused by direct viral damage and immune mediated
effects. RSV is thought to inflict more direct damage to the epithelium than RV.
Interaction of viral factors, genetics, environmental factors, and congenital or
immunological factors contribute to the outcome and severity of bronchiolitis (based
on Troy & Bosco, 2016; Tregoning & Schwarze, 2010; Jartti & Gern, 2017).
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Pattern recognition receptors (PRRs) are crucial mediators of the innate immune
system that recognize viral infection by detecting conserved pathogen-associated
molecular patterns (PAMPs). PRRs, such as Toll-like receptors (TLRs), nucleotidebinding oligomerization domain (NOD)-like receptors (NLRs), and C-type lectin
receptors (CLRs), are expressed on epithelial surfaces and innate immune cells
(Troy & Bosco, 2016). Early innate immune responses induced by RSV or RV
occur shortly after viral infection of the epithelium (Jartti & Gern, 2017). PRR
recognition of viral infection activates transcription factor signaling cascades that
result in expression of inflammatory interferons and cytokines (Troy and Bosco,
2016). Both RV and RSV infections induce the release of chemokines, such as CC motif chemokine 5 (CCL5) and interlukin-8 (IL-8/CXCL8), and cytokines,
including IL1, IL6, and tumor necrosis factor (TNF) (Jartti & Gern, 2017). As a
consequence, innate cells such as natural killer cells (NK cells), dendritic cells
(DCs), monocytes, and macrophages are recruited to sites of infection. Innate
immune responses stimulate pathways that activate adaptive immune responses,
which will eventually lead to viral clearance and resolution of the infection (Sabroe
et al., 2002).
Respiratory syncytial virus and immune response
RSV is a single-stranded negative-sense RNA virus of the Paramyxoviridae family,
and it has two major antigenic subgroups, A and B. The RSV genome gives rise to
11 mRNAs that encode transmembrane surface proteins (G, F, and SH), structural
virus proteins, and nonstructural protein products (Domachowske & Rosenberg,
1999). RSV F protein plays a role in membrane fusion, which enables viral entry
into cells and mediates host cell–cell fusion (Collins & Graham, 2007). Fusion of
infected cells with adjacent cells results in the formation of multi nucleated syncytia.
G-protein is the other major surface glycoprotein of RSV, and it mediates viral
attachment to cilial airway cells (McLellan, Ray, & Peeples, 2013). RSV G protein
uses CX3C chemokine receptor 1 (CX3CR1) to infect epithelial cells, whereas F
protein can interact with intercellular adhesion molecule 1 (ICAM-1), toll-like
receptor 4 (TLR4), and nucleolin (Johnson et al., 2015; Lambert, Sagfors,
Openshaw, & Culley, 2014). RSV F and G proteins are thought to be the major
targets of the antibody response. The monoclonal antibody palivizumab was
designed against the F protein of RSV and functions by inhibiting viral attachment
(Jartti & Gern, 2017). The less-variable F protein is also a target of ongoing RSV
vaccine development (Graham, 2017).
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RSV infection inflicts damage upon the airway epithelium, including apoptosis
and necrosis of infected cells, mucus discharge, and infiltration of neutrophils and
lymphocytes, which ultimately results in airway obstruction (Troy & Bosco, 2016).
RSV directly damages the lung epithelium, and high viral load (i.e., high amounts
of RSV genomes) is associated with more-severe illness (Hasegawa et al., 2015;
Skjerven et al., 2016). In addition to the effect of viral replication on epithelial
injury, the inflammatory response to RSV infection has also been linked to
epithelial damage (Openshaw, 2005).
DCs are crucial in mobilizing the adaptive immune response to RSV infection.
These immune cells migrate from the infected airways into lungs and communicate
with CD4+ and CD8+ T cells that are specific to RSV infection (Schmidt & Varga,
2017). Activated CD4+ and CD8+ T lymphocytes can be classified into two sub
groups on the basis of the cytokines that they produce. T helper 1 (Th1) responses
are characterized by interferon γ (IFNγ), IL1, TNFα, and IL12 production, whereas
the T helper 2 (Th2) cytokine signature includes interleukin 4 (IL4), IL5, IL10, and
IL13 (R. A. Pinto, Arredondo, Bono, Gaggero, & Diaz, 2006; Russell, Unger,
Walton, & Schwarze, 2017). An imbalance in Th1/Th2-mediated cytokine profiles
may be associated with RSV disease severity. Proinflammatory Th1 cytokines
including IFNγ are involved in cell-mediated immunity and are vital to RSV
clearance and resolving infection, whereas the Th2 response plays a role in the
development of humoral immunity, including production of IgE and eosinophil
responses (Russell et al., 2017). A shift toward Th2-mediated cytokine production
may be linked to a more-severe course of RSV infection, asthma, and allergy
(Hoebee et al., 2003; Russell et al., 2017).
Rhinovirus and immune response
RV is a single-stranded, positive-sense RNA virus that belongs to the
Picornaviridae family. There are >160 known RV strains, which are categorized
into three groups based on DNA sequence: RV-A, RV-B, and RV-C (Troy & Bosco,
2016). RVs interact with the airway epithelium through specific receptors. RV-B
and most RV-As bind the ICAM-1 receptor, although some RV-As attach to low
density lipoprotein receptor (LDLR). RV-C binds to cadherin-related family
member 3 receptor (CDHR3) (Bochkov & Gern, 2016). RV-As and RV-Cs are
associated with more-severe illness in infants with bronchiolitis than RV-Bs
(Vandini, Calamelli, Faldella, & Lanari, 2017). Outside the RSV season, RV
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infection is the major cause of hospitalizations due to bronchiolitis (Jartti & Gern,
2017).
RV infection is detected by PRRs including TLR2, TLR3, and TLR7, and RIGI. The detection of RV-related PAMPs activates signaling cascades that lead to the
release of multiple IFNs and inflammatory cytokines (Jartti & Gern, 2017). RV
impairs the function of the epithelial barrier during infection, which potentially
increases the inflammatory response. This may lead to airway immune injury and
obstruction and bronchial hyperresponsiveness (Vandini et al., 2017). RV elicits a
serotype-specific humoral immune response that has hampered vaccine
development (Jartti & Gern, 2017).
2.2.5 Bronchiolitis and asthma
Children who have undergone severe viral bronchiolitis are at risk for recurrent
wheeze and asthma. Up to 48% of infants who are admitted to hospital with RSVinduced bronchiolitis become asthmatic in childhood (Larkin & Hartert, 2015).
Viral LRI in infancy may influence the Th1/Th2 balance toward a Th2-weighted
immune response, which elevates the risk of asthma and allergy (Ramet et al., 2011).
Asthma is a chronic airway disease characterized by symptoms such as airway
obstruction, wheezing, and shortness of breath (Edwards et al., 2012). It is a
heterogeneous disorder that is affected by a combination of multiple environmental
and host factors. These include host genetics, virus-induced wheezing, use of
antibiotics, and increased hygiene (Jartti & Gern, 2017). RV infection is the major
triggering agent for asthma exacerbations, especially in children with atopy and
allergic sensitization (Troy & Bosco, 2016). RV-induced LRI in infancy appears to
be associated with airway hyperresponsiveness and an obstructive pattern of lung
function (Ramet et al., 2011). Severe RSV bronchiolitis in infancy is also associated
with reduced lung function, recurrent wheeze, and asthma. It has been suggested
that viral infections activate the causal pathways that lead to asthma after viral LRI.
There may be a common causal background (e.g., similar host genetics) that makes
individuals susceptible to both viral bronchiolitis and asthma (Larkin & Hartert,
2015).
2.3

Genetic factors of bronchiolitis susceptibility

Most children hospitalized for severe bronchiolitis do not have known or potential
risk factors that would predispose them to the condition. Bronchial
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hyperresponsiveness is one factor that might explain the severe course of virusinduced LRI among otherwise healthy children. Furthermore, genetic factors are
likely responsible for some of the variation in disease severity within otherwise
healthy population (Chawes, Poorisrisak, Johnston, & Bisgaard, 2012; Meissner,
2016). A Danish twin study observed a higher similarity of hospitalization patterns
between identical twins with bronchiolitis, and the heritable proportion of
bronchiolitis was estimated to be 22% (Thomsen et al., 2008). Another study
conducted with the Dutch twin register yielded a higher heritability estimate of 30–
40% (Kimman, 2001). Bronchiolitis and asthma appear to have some shared
heritability, supporting the idea of common genetic determinants that underlie both
diseases (Thomsen et al., 2008).
2.3.1 Genetic variants associated with bronchiolitis in previous
studies
Studies to identify bronchiolitis-associated polymorphisms have usually assessed
associations between RSV bronchiolitis and variants in candidate genes of
plausible function (Larkin & Hartert, 2015). The innate immune response and
expression characteristics of inflammatory cytokines are believed to affect the
course and severity of RSV infection. Thus, variants in immune-related genes have
been of particular interest in candidate gene association studies of bronchiolitis
(Miyairi & DeVincenzo, 2008). Table 1 presents an example compilation of
previous genetic association studies of bronchiolitis, including some of the most
comprehensive genetic studies, as well as a couple of smaller studies.
Polymorphisms associated with RSV bronchiolitis in previous studies include
variants in interferon alpha 5 (IFNA5), surfactant protein D (SFTPD), many ILs,
and genes encoding receptors such as TLR4, C-C chemokine receptor type 5
(CCR5), and CX3CR1 (Amanatidou, Apostolakis, & Spandidos, 2009; Lahti et al.,
2002; Miyairi & DeVincenzo, 2008). One of the largest genetic studies of
bronchiolitis evaluated 384 polymorphisms in 220 genes classified into five groups:
airway mucosal response, innate immunity, adaptive immunity, chemotaxis and
known allergic asthma genes (Janssen et al., 2007). There was enrichment of
associated polymorphisms in the innate immunity gene group. Genetic studies of
RV-induced LRI have found associated polymorphisms in genes including IL10,
and GSDMB, and IKZF3 (Caliskan et al., 2013; Helminen et al., 2008).
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IL3, GMCSF, P4HA2, RIL, SLC22A4,

population controls from Europe

China
Two cohorts with 700 children from USA
and Denmark
181 cases (>24 months) and 536 healthy
controls from Brazil

(RSV, RV or other)

Viral bronchiolitis

(RV and RSV)

Viral bronchiolitis,

(RSV, RV)

IFNA5, JUN, and CCL5

SNPs in TLR4, TLR2, TLR9, VDR, NOS2,

IKZF3, ZPBP2, and GSDMB

Five SNPs in 17q21 region accross

Three ORMDL3 polymorphisms

Three IL4/IL4Rα polymorphisms

Association for 2 SNPs in

with RV bronchiolitis

CCL5* with RSV; NOS2*

bronchiolitis

GSDMB* with RV

IKZF3*, ZPBP2, and

ORMDL3* SNP

Association detected for 1

IL4*/IL4Rα*

2018

Alvarez et al.,

2013

Çalışkan et al.,

Liu et al., 2015

2003

Hoebee et al.,

Hull et al., 2003

Forton et al., 2009

2011

Kresfelder et al.,

2007

Janssen et al.,

Study

*Genes also suggested to play a role in asthma or post-bronchiolitis wheezing phenotypes, as in Larkin & Hartert, 2015; and Jartti & Gern, 2017.

247 cases and 190 healthy controls from

from The Netherlands

207 cases and 774 population controls

Association for 2 SNPs in
CCR5*

from England

SLC22A5*

IL13–IL4 haplotype, IL4*,

VDR*

NOS2*, FCER1A

VDR*, IFNA5, JUN,

Associated genes

580 cases (<12 months) and 580 controls Five CCR5 promoter polymorphisms

SLC22A5, IRF-1, IL5, RAD50, IL13, and IL4

113 SNPs in 5q31 cytokine cluster across

Four SNPs in TLR4, JUN, and VDR

384 SNPs within 220 candidate genes

Analyzed polymorphisms

782 cases (<12 months) and 1,045

controls from South Africa

296 cases (<24 months) and 113 heatlhy

Viral bronchiolitis

RSV bronchiolitis

RSV bronchiolitis

RSV bronchiolitis

RSV bronchiolitis

470 cases (97% <12 months) and 1,008

RSV bronchiolitis
population controls from The Netherlands

Study population

Primary phenotype

Table 1. Examples of previous genetic association studies of bronchiolitis.

Identified associations have not been consistently replicated in follow-up
studies. The reasons for this may include small sample sizes, differences in
bronchiolitis definitions, interaction with environment, and diverse genetic
architectures among populations (Miyairi & DeVincenzo, 2008). A few of the
reported associations have been replicated across studies and provided insight into
underlying disease mechanism. For example, several studies have found that the
haplotype encompassing IL13–IL4 sequences associated with a risk of severe RSV
bronchiolitis (Forton et al., 2009; Puthothu, Krueger, Forster, & Heinzmann, 2006).
The risk locus is linked to increased IL13 production, and the same haplotype is
also implicated in atopic sensitization (Forton et al., 2009).
An association between bronchiolitis susceptibility and a variant in VDR has
also been seen in several studies. Functional studies indicate that the potential
mechanism of the variant in bronchiolitis susceptibility is related to the
immunosuppressive function of vitamin D (Janssen et al., 2007; Kresfelder, Janssen,
Bont, Pretorius, & Venter, 2011; Stoppelenburg, von Hegedus, Huis in't Veld, Bont,
& Boes, 2014). Both RSV and RV may reduce VDR expression in cells of bronchial
epithelium (Telcian et al., 2017).
RSV infection is recognized by TLR4, and TLR4 polymorphisms have been
connected to RSV bronchiolitis severity in several studies (Mandelberg et al., 2005;
Puthothu, Forster, Heinzmann, & Krueger, 2006; Tal et al., 2004). However, not all
studies have found association (Douville et al., 2010; Lofgren, Marttila, Renko,
Ramet, & Hallman, 2010). Moreover, a recent meta-analysis of TLR4
polymorphisms in European and African samples did not detect associations (Zhou
et al., 2016).
Polymorphism in SPD, IL8, and IL10 have been associated with bronchiolitis.
SPD is involved in immunomodulatory functions and may be important in the
clearance of RSV infection. SPD and IL8 polymorphisms have been found to be
associated with severe bronchiolitis in diverse ethnic groups (Ampuero, Luchsinger,
Tapia, Palomino, & Larranaga, 2011; Hull, Thomson, & Kwiatkowski, 2000; Lahti
et al., 2002; L. A. Pinto et al., 2017; Puthothu et al., 2007; M. Tian, Zhao, Wen, Shi,
& Chen, 2007). However, the effect of the detected association in SPD was opposite
among infants from Finland and South America (Ampuero et al., 2011; Lahti et al.,
2002). Finally, several studies have found that IL10 variants are associated with
severe RSV and RV bronchiolitis (Helminen et al., 2008; Hoebee et al., 2004;
Wilson et al., 2005).
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2.3.2 Genetic variants associated with bronchiolitis and asthma
The relationship between viral bronchiolitis and asthma or recurrent wheezing
phenotypes implies that there may be shared genetic determinants underlying both
diseases. Heritability estimates for asthma vary from 35% to 80%, and a family
history of asthma is the greatest risk factor associated with the disorder (Mersha,
2015). Unlike bronchiolitis, asthma has been studied in several large-scale and
hypothesis-free genome-wide studies, and several loci, including variants near
ORMDL sphingolipid biosynthesis regulator 3 (ORMDL3) and gasdermin B
(GSDMB), have been associated across studies and ethnic groups (Yan et al., 2017).
Currently, approximately 200 loci have been identified that show significant (p < 5
× 10−8) associations with phenotypes under the “asthma” definition (which includes
asthma related traits) in the NHGRI-EBI GWAS Catalog (December 2017). Using
a more-specific asthma phenotype, 39 genetic loci were associated with a risk of
asthma at a genome-wide significance level (p < 5 × 10−8) (Vicente, Revez, &
Ferreira, 2017).
Several genetic polymorphisms have been associated with both bronchiolitis
and asthma. Genes suggested to play a role in both RSV bronchiolitis and asthma
include VDR, TLR4, and ADAM metallopeptidase domain 33 (ADAM33) (Larkin
& Hartert, 2015). Regarding RV bronchiolitis, 17q21 polymorphisms are
associated with both RV wheezing phenotype and subsequent asthma (Caliskan et
al., 2013). CDHR3 encodes a cadherin-family transmembrane protein that is
expressed by the epithelial cells in lung tissue. CDHR3 variant rs6967330 was
associated with asthma in a phenotype-specific GWAS in which asthma in
childhood was characterized by recurrent exacerbations (Bonnelykke et al., 2014).
This finding was supported by another recent study in which CDHR3 variant
rs6959584 was associated with a similar asthma phenotype (r2 = 0.72 with 6967330)
(Pickrell et al., 2016). Interestingly, the CDHR3 receptor mediates RV-C entry to
the cell (Bochkov et al., 2015). Thus, it may be a plausible candidate gene for
bronchiolitis susceptibility and a potential shared genetic determinant of both
asthma and viral LRI.
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3

Aims of the study

The primary objective of this work was to shed light into the inadequately
characterized genetic background of viral bronchiolitis in childhood. Another aim
was to characterize potential shared genetic factors of bronchiolitis and asthma.
The specific aims were:
1.
2.

3.

To perform a hypothesis-free genome-wide association study (GWAS) to
identify genetic loci associated with severe childhood bronchiolitis.
To determine if results of a GWAS subpopulation would overlap with loci
known to regulate gene and protein expression. Further, to study the identified
loci for association in independent bronchiolitis case-control populations, and
verify the reported effect on expression in primary human immune cells.
To investigate if a previously asthma-associated variant in CDHR3 is
associated with bronchiolitis in a meta-analysis across five European casecontrol populations.
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4

Materials and methods

An overview of the substudies in this thesis is presented in Table 2.
4.1

Ethical considerations

The studies were approved by ethical boards of the participating institutes, namely
the ethics committees of Tampere University Hospital and Kuopio University
Hospital, Finland; the regional ethics committee of Gothenburg, Sweden; the
ethical committees of the Wilhelmina Children’s Hospital and the Sophia
Children’s Hospital, The Netherlands; the Ethical Commission of the University of
Freiburg, Germany; and The Copenhagen Ethics Committee and The Danish Data
Protection Agency, Denmark. Informed consent was obtained and research was
subject to the guidelines of the World Medical Association (WMA) Declaration of
Helsinki.
4.2

Study populations in genetic studies

All studies were conducted on partially overlapping sets of samples. Study
populations, with sample sizes and their respective studies, are shown in Figure 4.
4.2.1 Study I
The main GWAS population consisted of a discovery phase population and a
replication population. The discovery study was conducted on a case-control
population of 217 cases and 776 controls with samples from Kuopio and Tampere,
Finland, and Gothenburg, Sweden. A part of the controls were Finnish population
controls from the regions of Helsinki and Kuopio, obtained from the Nordic control
database (NordicDB) (Leu et al., 2010). The replication population was collected
in the Netherlands and Turku, Finland (n = 1,050).
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III
Meta-analysis across five European bronchiolitis
case-control populations

Analysis of an asthma-associated CDHR3

variant for association with bronchiolitis

and Sweden

Denmark, The Netherlands, Germany, Finland,

Bronchiolitis case-control populations from

Denmark; NK cell donors from Finland

populations, flow cytometry experiments in NK
cells

Sweden; replication populations from Finland and

linked sites studied in bronchiolitis case-control

Matched GWAS subpopulation from Finland and

GWAS loci within gene and protein expression-

Netherlands and Finland

Sweden; replication populations from The

variants associated with bronchiolitis

verify GWAS findings

hypothesis-free manner

GWAS, bronchiolitis cohorts from Finland and

Study populations

GWAS subset study to identify functional

studies in bronchiolitis case-control populations to

identify bronchiolitis-susceptibility loci in a

II

GWAS discovery study followed by replication

Genome-wide association study (GWAS) to

I

Approaches

Purpose

Study

Table 2. Summary of the substudies in this thesis.

Fig. 4. Study populations in discovery (gray boxes) and replication (black boxes)
populations. Black arrows indicate replication studies, whereas gray arrows mark
shared data between studies. Some study populations did not have their own controls
(controls marked with an asterisk). Finnish GWAS replication population was tested
against Finnish population controls that were also a part of GWAS controls, and Turku
and Tampere cases were compared to controls of the GWAS subpopulation.

GWAS discovery population
Cases from Kuopio were obtained from two prospective cohorts during 1981–1982
and 1992–1993 (Korppi, Halonen, Kleemola, & Launiala, 1986; Reijonen, Korppi,
Pitkakangas, Tenhola, & Remes, 1995). Cases from Gothenburg were recruited
from longitudinal cohorts during 1984-1985 (Goksor et al., 2015; Wennergren et
al., 1992). All cases were full term children of native Finnish or Swedish origin
hospitalized with bronchiolitis diagnosis at less than 24 months of age. Healthy
controls were recruited and matched for collection site, age (+/- 2 months), and
gender. The case population from Tampere consisted of healthy full term infants
less than 12 months of age at the time of bronchiolitis diagnosis. The infants were
enrolled between 2001 and 2004 in Tampere University Hospital (Koponen,
Helminen, Paassilta, Luukkaala, & Korppi, 2012). Blood samples were collected
for genetic analyses. Genotype data for anonymous population controls that
originated from Helsinki and Kuopio regions were obtained from the Nordic
control database (NordicDB) (Leu et al., 2010). Detailed exclusion criteria, viral
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detection, and age distribution are presented in the original articles. Overall, 72 %
of the cases were RSV positive, and over 80 % were younger than 12 months.
Replication population
The Dutch population comprised 416 bronchiolitis cases and 432 controls. The
cases were native Dutch children hospitalized for RSV-bronchiolitis during 19922006. (Janssen et al., 2007). Most of the cases (>95%) were less than 12 months of
age. Unselected controls born in the Netherlands were obtained from a Regenbook
health examination survey (Viet AL , Kroesbergen HT , Verhoeff AP , Seidell JC ,
Otten F , Veldhuizen H van, 2004). Blood samples, buccal swaps, and buffy coats
were collected to obtain DNA for genetic studies. The replication case-population
from the Turku district included 202 children originating from two cohorts
diagnosed with bronchiolitis at 3-23 months of age (Jartti et al., 2015; Lehtinen et
al., 2007). Sample collection took place between 2000 and 2010. Whole blood
samples were drawn for genetic studies. Half of the cases from Turku were under
12 months of age, and RSV was detected in 31 %.
4.2.2 Study II
The study was based on a subpopulation of the main GWAS. We selected the
subpopulation from Kuopio and Gothenburg as a primary population in this study
because the population’s 93 cases and 94 controls were matched for age, gender,
and collection site. Further, samples in this subset were genotyped on the same
platform and virus distribution, age characteristics, and gender distributions were
similar among populations from Kuopio and Gothenburg. As a replicate, cases that
were less than 12 months of age from Tampere (n = 124) and Turku (n = 101) were
tested against the same controls from Kuopio and Gothenburg. As a further
replication population we had study cohorts from Denmark (n = 976).
The Danish replication population comprised two prospective birth cohorts,
COPSAC2000 and COPSAC2010 (COPSAC, The Copenhagen Prospective Study
on Asthma in Childhood). Month old babies born to asthmatic mothers were
enrolled in the COPSAC2000 study (Bisgaard, 2004). The main exclusion criteria
included previous LRI, birth before 36 weeks of gestation, and congenital illness.
COPSAC2010 was an unselected longitudinal birth cohort study (Bisgaard et al.,
2013). All bronchiolitis cases with acute LRI symptoms were hospitalized at less
than 12 months of age, and individuals from the birth cohorts without bronchiolitis
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before the age of 2 years were defined as controls (Vissing, Chawes, & Bisgaard,
2013). Approximately 85% of the cases had RSV induced bronchiolitis.
4.2.3 Study III
Study III was a meta-analysis of five European case-control populations. The
populations, which comprised a total of 743 cases and 1,647 controls, originated
from Kuopio, Finland (n = 126); Gothenburg, Sweden (n = 57); Utrecht, The
Netherlands (n = 1,352); Denmark (COPSAC, n = 324); and Freiburg, Germany (n
= 531). The subjects from the populations from Finland, Sweden, Utrecht, and
Denmark were also used in studies I or II, or both. Danish samples were from the
COPSAC2000 birth cohort. Samples originating from Germany were enrolled
between 1998-2005 (Puthothu et al., 2007). The cases were children who were
hospitalized with RSV bronchiolitis before the age of 2 years. RSV infection was
detected with PCR or antigen testing. Infants with congenital heart illness, immune
deficiency, or chromosomal defects were excluded.
4.3

DNA sample preparation and genotyping

4.3.1 DNA samples (I-III)
DNA was extracted from whole blood samples, buccal swabs, or buffy coats
following standard methods, which are described in detail in the original
publications.
4.3.2 Genome-wide genotyping (I, II)
Genome-wide genotyping of the DNA samples was conducted in the Technology
Centre of the Institute for Molecular Medicine in Finland (FIMM). Genotyping was
conducted with genome-wide genotyping chips from Illumina (Illumina, San Diego,
CA, USA): HumanOmniExpress BeadChip (populations from Kuopio and
Gothenburg), and Infinium HumanCore- Exome BeadChip (study population from
Tampere). Genotypes of the Finnish population controls had been resolved with
HumanCNV-370-v1.0 (Illumina).
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4.3.3 Targeted SNP genotyping (I, II)
GWAS replication genotyping for the selected SNPs was performed with the
Sequenom iPLEX Gold assay (San Diego, CA, USA) in FIMM (I). Polymorphisms
of the NKG2D locus were resolved with Sanger sequencing (rs10772271) and
RFLP-PCR genotyping with DdeI (rs1049174) (Tampere, Turku), or acquired from
Illumina HumanOmniExpressExome BeadChip genotyped at the AROS Applied
Biotechnology AS center, in Aarhus, Denmark (COPSAC) (II).
4.3.4 Genotyping of CDHR3 SNPs (III)
Genotypes for the variant rs6967330 were determined with various methods. In the
populations from Kuopio, Finland, and Gothenburg, Sweden, the SNP was imputed
with IMPUTE2 using the 1000 GP phase 3 reference panel that is based on
sequence data for 2,504 individuals. The SNP had an imputation info score of 0.97.
In the Danish COPSAC2000 cohort, genotypes for the SNP were acquired from
genome-wide genotyping chips (Illumina Infinium II HumanHap550 v1, v3, or
Quad BeadChip platform). The chip genotyping was done at the Children’s
Hospital of Philadelphia’s Center for Applied Genomics. In the populations from
Freiburg and Utrecht, genotyping was performed commercially by LGC Genomics
(LGC Genomics, Hoddesdon, UK).
4.4

Processing of the genome-wide data

4.4.1 Quality control (I, II)
Plink 1.9 was used to perform QC of the GWAS data (Chang et al., 2015). The data
were subject to basic QC measures, which included removing samples with > 3%
missing genotypes and excluding variants with MAF < 1%, genotyping rate < 90%
or deviation from HWE (p < 0.001). In addition, population outliers and relatives
(pihat > 0.15) were excluded on the basis of IBD (identical by descend) and IBS
(identical by state) distances.
4.4.2 Genotype imputation (I)
We performed pre-phasing and genotype imputation to statistically infer
unobserved and missing genotypes in our data (B. N. Howie et al., 2009). Densely
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genotyped haplotypes based on sequence data for 2,504 individuals from 1000 GP
phase 3 were used as a cosmopolitan reference panel (1000 Genomes Project
Consortium et al., 2015; Delaneau, Marchini, 1000 Genomes Project Consortium,
& 1000 Genomes Project Consortium, 2014). Prior to imputation, we performed
strand alignment and conversion of genome coordinates to the Genome Reference
Consortium Human Build 37 (GRCh37) with plink1.07 or 1.9, shapeit2, UCSC
LiftOver script, and tools included in the GenGen package. Pre-phasing was
performed with the shapeit2 algorithm and the estimated haplotypes were then
passed on to impute2 to predict missing genotypes. After imputation, we carried
out basic QC by excluding rare variants with MAF <0.01, SNPs under a genotyping
rate threshold of 0.9, and SNPs deviating from HWE (p < 0.001). Moreover, we
filtered out variants with an imputation info score <0.7. We used the Breslow–Day
test to assess how uniform the odds ratios are between the GWAS cohorts. Variants
with p <0.01 were excluded. The overall genotyping rate of the 5,304,232 variants
after imputation and QC was 0.97.
4.5

GWAS

4.5.1 Principal component analysis (I)
To account for population structure, we conducted PCA for nonimputed combined
GWAS data that were pruned for LD. Three foremost principal components were
included in the discovery association analysis as covariates. The number of
principal components was inferred on the basis of genome-wide inflation factor
lambda (λ), eigenvalues, and significance of covariate values in association
analysis. PCA was conducted with Plink 1.9.
4.5.2 Association tests (I, II)
Logistic regression was used to test associations of 5,304,232 variants with
bronchiolitis in the combined GWAS population of 217 bronchiolitis cases and 778
controls. A subset of RSV-positive bronchiolitis cases (n = 121) vs. the controls
was also tested. Further subanalyses included testing previously bronchiolitisassociated polymorphisms and previously asthma-associated SNPs for association
in the current bronchiolitis population. Associations were tested with Plink 1.9, and
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Manhattan plots were drawn with a “qqman” package in R (R Development Core
Team, 2008).
Genotypes of the matched subpopulation from Kuopio and Gothenburg were
tested for associations with the basic Chi square allelic test. The association
analysis was restrained to variants with MAF > 10% (n = 511,132) due to a small
population size. Haplotype level association analyses were conducted with
Haploview (J. C. Barrett, Fry, Maller, & Daly, 2005).
4.5.3 Selection of variants for further study (I, II)
SNPs for replication genotyping were chosen from loci with p < 5 × 10−4 in the
combined discovery GWAS. Here, the loci were defined as aggregates of variants
in moderate to high LD (r2 = 0.5−1) that were formed with default options of LD
based clumping in Plink1.9. We aimed to select one SNP from each locus, and
excluded isolated imputed SNPs. Several annotation databases were used to help
select the SNPs. Predicted or empirically defined regulatory potential of the
variants, including eQTLs, promoter or enhancer activity, or protein binding sites,
were checked from databases including HaploReg v. 4.1, RegulomeDB, GTEx, and
dbSNP (A. P. Boyle et al., 2012; GTEx Consortium, 2013; Sherry et al., 2001; Ward
& Kellis, 2012). Of the variants selected for replication, 77 were successfully
genotyped in a Dutch replication population. Variants with nominal association (p
< 0.05) with the effect in the right direction were selected for a further replication
test in a Finnish population.
Variants in the GWAS that was conducted on the genotyped subpopulation
from Kuopio and Gothenburg were prioritized based on overlap with regions linked
to regulation of gene expression or protein levels, i.e. QTLs. First, we checked
which GWAS variants with p < 10−4 coincided with eQTLs in the relevant tissues
from GTEx (GTEx Consortium, 2013). Next, we explored the remaining loci for
further eQTLs in other GTEx tissues. Finally, we checked the identified loci for
pQTL colocalization in the blood pGWAS server (Suhre et al., 2017). Selected
GWAS variants that overlaid both eQTL and pQTL were selected for follow-up
study.
4.6

Analysis of allele specific expression (II)

Variants from the GWAS of the matched subpopulation, that overlapped QTLs
associated with mRNA and protein abundance, were studied with flow cytometry
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to validate allele specific expression. Flow cytometry was conducted on NK cells
extracted from 33 healthy Finnish volunteers. Flow cytometric analysis was
conducted with BD FACS Canto II (Becton, Dickinson and Company, Franklin
Lakes, NJ). Fluorescent-labeled antibodies that were used in immunostaining and
the gating strategy for NK cells are described in original article II. Briefly, we
investigated CD19-, CD14-, and CD3-negative lymphocytes for CD56 and CD16
staining, and finally for NKG2D. Protein expression level was determined by mean
fluorescence intensity (MFI). MFI of isotype control was utilized in normalization
of NKG2D-specific MFI values with FlowJo software (FlowJo LLC, Ashland, OR,
USA). MFI values were then assessed for Gaussian distribution with SPSS (IBM
Corp. Released 2015. IBM SPSS Statistics for Windows, Version 23. Armonk, NY:
IBM Corp.). Finally, association of studied genotypes with protein expression was
analyzed by linear regression with Plink 1.9.
4.7

Association analyses in replication cohorts (I, II)

GWAS replication populations from the Netherlands and Finland were tested
for association with logistic regression assuming an additive model, and gender
was included in the analysis as a covariate. Replication cohorts for study II were
analyzed for case-control allele frequency differences with a basic Chi square
allelic test under an additive model. Regional association plots were drawn with a
single nucleotide polymorphisms annotator (SNiPA) (Arnold, Raffler, Pfeufer,
Suhre, & Kastenmuller, 2015).
4.8

Analysis of CDHR3 SNP (III)

The variant rs6967330 was associated with asthma typified by exacerbations in
childhood in a previous GWAS (Bonnelykke et al., 2014). LRIs are known to be
able to trigger asthma exacerbations, and rs6967330 was hypothesized to associate
with asthma by increasing susceptibility to LRIs. An asthma-associated allele was
expected to increase the risk of bronchiolitis, and the association with bronchiolitis
was tested with logistic regression under an additive model in five bronchiolitis
cohorts with a total of 743 cases and 1,647 controls. Random effects meta-analysis
was performed with the “meta” package in R version 3.1.1 (Schwarzer, 2007).
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5

Results

5.1

Discovery analyses for the combined genome-wide data (I)

Association of genetic variants with bronchiolitis was assessed in the imputed
GWAS population of 217 cases and 778 controls. The GWAS population was
further studied in batches that included cases with RSV-induced bronchiolitis or
SNPs that were suggested in previous genetic studies of viral LRI or asthma.
5.1.1 Best associating loci
Various polymorphisms were associated with bronchiolitis or RSV bronchiolitis
with a suggestive level of significance (p < 10−5). The stringent threshold of
genome-wide significance of GWAS (p < 10−8) was not attained. Figure 5 and
figure 6 present the overview of the results as Manhattan plots for the GWAS and
RSV GWAS, respectively. A detailed description of the best associating variants is
presented in the original article I (tables 1-2 and table S1).
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Fig. 5. Manhattan plot of the GWAS of bronchiolitis conducted on a study population
of 217 cases and 778 controls for 5,304,232 polymorphisms. Various association signals
in the suggestive level of significance (p < 10−5), indicated by the blue line in the figure,
were seen. Five of the best associating loci with their nearest corresponding genes are
marked by the arrows. The two strongest loci with suggestive associations were
detected on chromosomes 7 and 10. These regions were also among the five best
associating loci in the RSV GWAS.
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Fig. 6. Manhattan plot of the GWAS population that included only RSV-induced
bronchiolitis cases (n = 121) tested against the GWAS controls (n = 778). Several of the
tested, approximately 5,190,000 variants, were associated with RSV bronchiolitis at a
suggestive significance level (p < 10−5; blue line in the figure). Five best associating loci
with their nearest corresponding genes are indicated in the figure by the arrows. The
strongest suggestive association was detected for a locus on chromosome 10.

5.1.2 Association of variants previously linked to bronchiolitis or
asthma in the current GWAS
We screened the SNPs (+/- 20 kb) that were linked to bronchiolitis or asthma
phenotypes in previous studies (Table S2 and S3 in original article I). We detected
mild associations (p < 0.01) in the covered regions, whereas the exact variants that
were reported in the previous studies were not associated with bronchiolitis in the
current GWAS. SNP rs56039226 in the CX3CR1 intron showed the strongest signal
(p = 5.7 × 10−5) in our GWAS. The variant was located at an 11 kb distance
compared to a polymorphism rs3732378 that was associated with RSV
bronchiolitis in a previous study (Amanatidou, Sourvinos, Apostolakis, Tsilimigaki,
& Spandidos, 2006). In addition to CX3CR1 SNP, variants near or within genes,
including nitric oxide synthase 2 (NOS2), IL17A1, and surfactant protein C
(SFTPC), showed mild associations (p < 6 × 10−4) in the GWAS or in the RSV
GWAS.
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Regarding previously asthma-associated variants, the best suggestive signals
(p < 10−4−10−5) were detected in the regions of the genes versican (VCAN), major
histocompatibility complex, class II, DQ alpha 1 (HLA-DQA1), and ninein (NIN).
These genes play roles in processes including cytokine formation and antigen
engagement (NCBI Resource Coordinators, 2016).
5.2

Analysis of shared loci between results from the GWAS
subpopulation and reported QTLs (II)

In a genotyped GWAS subpopulation (n = 187), study subjects were matched for
age, site, and sex. Case-control analysis of the GWAS subpopulation inspected
associations between 511,132 polymorphisms and bronchiolitis. 36 SNPs had p
values below the preselected threshold (p < 10−4) (Table S1 in the original article
II). We inspected for overlap of these SNPs with eQTLs in blood and lung tissues,
and further screened the identified loci for additional eQTLs (GTEx Consortium et
al., 2017). Following this procedure, we ended up with three GWAS loci that
harbored significant eQTLs associated with genes wntless Wnt ligand secretion
mediator (WLS), ankyrin repeat domain 22 (ANKRD22), lipase family member N
(LIPN), and four genes in the NK complex encoding for NKG2C, -D, -E and -F.
(Table 1 in original article II). The Locus near the NKG2D gene (official symbol
KLRK1) further colocalized with a pQTL associated with NKG2D levels in blood
(Table 3) (Suhre et al., 2017). Bronchiolitis susceptibility allele-A of rs1077227
near NKG2D was associated with decreased levels of NKG2D mRNA and protein.
Table 3. Loci from GWAS subpopulation analysis that resided within QTLs. One of the
screened GWAS loci with p < 10-4 overlapped with eQTLs associated with NKGD2 mRNA
levels. Moreover, the locus colocalized with a pQTL affecting NKG2D protein abundance
in blood plasma.
GWAS variant/ locus
rs10772271-A

eQTL information
p value

Beta

p value

– 0.341

8.1×10–8

– 0.26

7.8×10–9

– 0.362

/NKG2D
1

2.2×10–8
2

Beta for eQTL in subcutaneous adipose and skeletal muscle.
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pQTL information

Beta

5.3

Follow-up studies based on the genome-wide analyses

5.3.1 Associations of the best variants from the combined GWAS in
replication populations (I)
In the combined GWAS, 77 polymorphisms were assessed in the primary
replication cohort that originated from the Netherlands (Table S1 in original article
I). Of the SNPs with p < 0.05 in the replication analysis, three had directionally
similar Odds ratios (ORs) compared to the discovery study. The outcome of the
RSV GWAS was very similar. These three SNPs were then assessed in another
replication set consisting of cases from Turku, tested against allele frequencies of
Finnish population controls. In this analysis, one variant showed nominal
association with bronchiolitis. The results for the three variants in the replication
populations as well as in the discovery GWAS are shown in Table 4.
The SNP rs269094 was located in an intergenic region on chromosome 1. The
variant resided in a regulatory region and was in high LD with its surrounding SNPs,
as indicated by the regional association plot in figure 7. The SNP was an eQTL for
potassium voltage-gated channel subfamily D member 3 (KCND3) (p = 1.4 × 10−12)
and long intergenic nonprotein-coding RNA 1750 (LINC01750/RP11-88H9) (p =
1.0×10−8) in spleen (GTEx Consortium et al., 2017).
The SNP rs9591920 showed nominal association in a second replication study.
The variant was quite intergenic with the nearest gene located >200kb away. The
third SNP, rs1537091 was also distant from any characterized gene but had some
predicted regulatory capacity. Both variants correlated with nearby polymorphisms
that had some putative regulatory effects.
Table 4. GWAS variants with nominal associations in the Dutch replication group. Three
GWAS SNPs had p < 0.05 and consistent Odds ratios in the primary Dutch replication
population. Of these, rs9591920 showed nominal association also in the other
replication group.
SNP ID

GWAS

Replication, The Netherlands

Replication, Finland

p

OR

p

OR

p

OR

rs269094

5.3×10−5

1.67

0.029

1.28

0.989

0.94

rs9591920

2.0×10−6

2.16

0.023

1.41

0.045

1.47

rs1537091

1.3×10−5

1.69

0.041

1.24

0.229

1.17
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Fig. 7. Regional association plot of the genome-wide association results around
rs269094. Rs269094 was chosen for replication analysis, and showed nominal
association in the primary replication population from the Netherlands. The locus had
several correlating variants with regulatory potential, and was an eQTL influencing
expression levels of KCND3.

5.3.2 Validation of the effect of the NKG2D genotype on NKG2D
expression (II)
The A-allele of rs10772271, which was more common in bronchiolitis cases than
controls, was related to smaller quantities of NKG2D gene expression and protein
product in the QTL data. The effect on mRNA expression was detected in many
tissues (e.g., adipose and muscle), whereas the influence on NKG2D protein
expression was measured in samples from blood plasma (GTEx Consortium et al.,
2017; Suhre et al., 2017). Thus, decreased NKG2D expression would predispose
children to bronchiolitis. In order to verify the association between NKG2D
genotypes and expression, we scrutinized NKG2D receptor expression in natural
killer (NK) cells with flow cytometry. In addition to rs10772271 genotypes, we
conducted flow cytometric experiments for another NKG2D variant, rs1049174,
which also was a significant eQTL and pQTL for NKG2D. Rs1049174 was in LD
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Table 5. NKG2D genotypes and NKG2D expression in NK cells. The studied genotypes
near the NKG2D locus were associated with NKG2D receptor expression in a primary
cytotoxic NK1 cell population and in two cell populations consisting of mainly
immunoregulatory NK cells (NK2 and NK3).
Variant ID

NK1 cell population

NK2 cell population

NK3 cell population

p

Beta

p

Beta

p

Beta

rs10772271-A

6.0×10−4

– 0.57

1.3×10−6

– 0.73

0.0053

– 0.47

rs1049174-C

4.3×10−4

– 0.58

1.8×10−6

– 0.73

0.0034

– 0.50

with rs10772271 (r2 = 0.71 in our data), and the major regional haplotype spanning
both variants was more common in bronchiolitis cases compared to the healthy
controls (p = 8.0 × 10−4). Three major NK cell populations were analyzed. These
were a primary cytotoxic CD56dimCD16bright NK cell population (from now on
called “NK1” cell population), and two immunoregulatory NK cell populations,
CD56brightCD16− (“NK2”) and CD56brightCD16dim (“NK3”). Genotypes of the
studied loci were associated with NKG2D expression in all these populations in
linear regression analysis, and the directions of the effects were consistent with
those reported in the QTL data (Table 5).
5.3.3 Replication analysis of NKG2D SNPs (II)
In the GWAS subpopulation, the detected allele-frequency difference for NKG2D
SNPs rs10772271 and rs1049174 between cases and controls was high (19% and
13%, respectively). We tested these variants for association in three replication
groups. The results are shown in Table 6. We detected nominal association for
rs10772271 in the replication population from Tampere. There was no allele
frequency difference between cases and controls for rs1049174 in the Tampere
population. No associations were detected in the analyses of two other replication
groups.
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Table 6. Association results for NKG2D variants in the GWAS subpopulation and in the
replication studies.
Study

rs10772271-A
Frequency

p

rs1049174-C
OR

cases, controls
GWAS

Frequency

p

OR

cases, controls

0.73, 0.54

9.9×10-5

2.34

0.77, 0.65

0.0011

1.80

0.64, 0,54

0.049

1.50

0.66, 0.65

0.78

1.06

0.61, 0.54

0.15

1.43

0.65, 0.65

0.92

1.02

0.56, 0.62

0.40

0.82

0.74, 0.72

0.71

1.10

subpopulation
Finnish replication
(Tampere)
Finnish replication
(Turku)
Replication cohort
from Denmark

5.4

Analysis of CDHR3 SNP rs6967330 in European bronchiolitis
cohorts (III)

The previously asthma-associated SNP rs6967330 in the CDHR3 gene was studied
for association in five bronchiolitis cohorts. In the meta-analysis, the polymorphism
did not show association with bronchiolitis triggered by RSV only (OR = 1.2,
p = 0.26). However, a meta-analysis including bronchiolitis populations from
Finland and Sweden detected an association (OR = 2.5, p = 0.0058). These cohorts
comprised mostly RSV-negative cases. In the overall meta-analysis with RSV
positive and RSV negative bronchiolitis cases there was a mild trend (OR = 1.4, p
= 0.08).
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6

Discussion

Knowledge of the role of host genetics in bronchiolitis is mostly based on candidate
gene studies. Thus, new information of the genetic factors involved in bronchiolitis
pathogenesis is important to better understand the disease process. In this work, the
aim was to identify novel susceptibility polymorphisms associated with a risk of
childhood bronchiolitis by hypothesis-generating GWAS and follow-up studies.
Another objective was to detect potential shared genetic loci underlying viral
bronchiolitis and asthma.
6.1

Potential bronchiolitis susceptibility loci from GWAS (I)

We detected many associations with a suggestive significance level in the GWAS.
The strongest signals resided in genomic regions that were not linked to
bronchiolitis previously. Such results were anticipated, because previous studies of
bronchiolitis genetics were conducted on preselected polymorphisms, often
missense variants, based on what is already known about their respective genes. In
our GWAS, and in the association analysis that contained only the individuals with
RSV-induced bronchiolitis as cases, the best associating loci were near genomewide significant. The region with one of the strongest signals in the GWAS and
RSV GWAS was in an intergenic region on chromosome 10. The signal
encompassed several correlating regulatory variants. Regulatory functions for this
locus in annotation databases included histone marks associated with enhancer and
promoter activity. The locus resided 7 and 9 kb away from its nearest ncRNA and
protein coding genes, respectively. The nearest protein coding gene was called
chromosome 10 open reading frame 71 (C10orf71). Interestingly, the gene was very
recently aliased as CEFIP in a study that characterized its protein product, cardiacenriched FHL2-interacting protein, for the first time (Dierck et al., 2017). In that
study, CEFIP was implicated in calcineurin signaling in cardiomyocytes, and it was
suggested to play a role in cardiac disease. One of the best associating variants in
the GWAS locus on chromosome 10, rs76728164, was an eQTL for C10orf71 in
heart tissue. However, the gene is also expressed in other tissues including skin and
pancreas (GTEx Consortium et al., 2017). Some other variants in the locus were
eQTLs for chromosome 10 open reading frame 128 (C10orf128). C10orf128 has
been validated as a protein coding gene, which is expressed in multiple tissues, but
it does not have any known functions yet (GTEx Consortium et al., 2017; NCBI
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Resource Coordinators, 2016). Although the region did not show association in the
replication analysis, the direction of the effect was similar.
Among the regions with the strongest suggestive associations in the GWAS
was also an intergenic locus on chromosome 7. The locus harbored regulatory
potential including enhancers or histone marks of putative enhancer activity in
several cell types. The locus was surrounded by many uncharacterized ncRNA
genes, and there was no known connection with bronchiolitis.
Associations detected in the GWAS were not significant at the stringent
genome-wide level, which may be due to a limited population size. In addition, our
study populations comprised cases with varying viral etiologies and ages. Our
candidate findings need to be validated in further studies. As sample sizes of
bronchiolitis cohorts continue to grow, the data of our cases may be useful in
genetic studies that analyze virus-specific or age stratified bronchiolitis groups.
6.1.1 Variants that were associated with bronchiolitis or asthma in
previous studies
We screened bronchiolitis-associated variants reported in candidate gene studies,
and their surroundings (+/- 20 kb). A role for the CX3CR1 receptor was supported
by this analysis. CX3CR1 is a chemokine receptor involved in leukocyte trafficking
and cell adhesion (Panek et al., 2015). The RSV G protein interacts with the
CX3CR1 receptor during LRI. The interaction between RSV G proteins’ CX3C
chemokine motif and CX3CR1 is potentially important in LRI and immune
responses it elicits on the airway epithelium (Chirkova et al., 2015). The interaction
of the RSV G protein and CX3CR1 has been suggested to mediate CD4 and CD8
T cell recruitment to the lung (Schmidt & Varga, 2017).
There was also some support for a role of variants near or within genes
including NOS2 and IL17A1 in the GWAS or in the RSV GWAS. These genes are
involved in mediating several immune processes, such as antimicrobial response or
autoimmune disease (Jin & Dong, 2013; NCBI Resource Coordinators, 2016). The
NOS2 variant was among the strongest associations in a genetic study of RSV
bronchiolitis (Janssen et al., 2007). A recent study showed evidence suggesting that
NOS2 is also involved in RV bronchiolitis (Alvarez et al., 2018). Pathogens
invading the respiratory tract can induce nitric oxide synthase expression. Nitric
oxide (NO) dilates airways and has roles in several lines of general defense against
microbes, such as nitrosylation of cysteine proteases, which many viruses need to
replicate (Ricciardolo, Sterk, Gaston, & Folkerts, 2004). IL17A encodes a
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proinflammatory cytokine that can also increase NO release (Miljkovic &
Trajkovic, 2004). Variants in this gene have also been suggested to play a role in
asthma and the development of asthma after childhood bronchiolitis (Chen et al.,
2010; Holster et al., 2018). IL-17 has an important function in pathogen evasion
but, on the other hand, has also been shown to contribute to immunopathology in
certain inflammatory diseases (Tan & Rosenthal, 2013).
Variants in VCAN, HLA-DQA1, and NIN of the previously asthma-associated
genes showed the strongest signals in our bronchiolitis GWAS. The genes play
roles in processes including cytokine formation and antigen engagement (NCBI
Resource Coordinators, 2016). VCAN is a proteoglycan component of the
extracellular matrix that functions in mediation of processes that include cell
adhesion, proliferation and inflammation (Andersson-Sjöland et al., 2014). The
amount of versican produced in the airways appears to correlate with asthma
phenotype, with more VCAN production occurring in severe asthma and
hyperresponsiveness. It was suggested that viral infection with respiratory viruses
could influence versican abundance. HLA-DQA1 belongs to a family of human
leukocyte antigen (HLA) complex genes known to have extensive functions in the
immune system, and it has been associated with asthma among some other HLAs
(Lasky-Su et al., 2012). A recent GWAS and fine-mapping study of the HLA region
observed that diseases triggered by viral agents tended to be associated with class
I molecules, whereas diseases including bacterial infection were mainly associated
with class II molecules (C. Tian et al., 2017). NIN is important for the function of
microtubules in epithelial cells (NCBI Resource Coordinators, 2016). It is only
associated with a few phenotypes in the GWAS Catalog, occupational asthma being
one, although not genome-wide significant, associated trait (Yucesoy et al., 2015).
6.1.2 Replication analysis of the best loci in GWAS
We genotyped the 77 most promising GWAS loci in the replication population from
the Netherlands. The associations for three loci were nominally supported in the
Dutch population, when considering the variants with consistent Odds ratios. The
first, in numerical order from chromosome 1-22, was a variant rs269094 located in
an intergenic region on chromosome 1. The locus was associated with KCND3
expression and LINC01750 expression in spleen (GTEx Consortium et al., 2017).
Interestingly, a variant in proximity of KCND3 was associated with occupational
asthma in a previous GWAS (Yucesoy et al., 2015). KCND3 plays a role in
regulation of heart rate, insulin secretion, and neurotransmitter secretion (NCBI
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Resource Coordinators, 2016). The gene has also been associated with INF-alpha
response within a group of smallpox vaccine recipients (Kennedy et al., 2012).
LINC01750 is a long ncRNA with unknown function (NCBI Resource
Coordinators, 2016).
The second locus, tagged by rs9591920, on chromosome 13 showed nominal
association also in a secondary replication study. The region was quite intergenic,
with no genes in a range of 200 kb. There were some putative regulatory elements
in the locus, and the SNP was in perfect LD with a variant that was previously
associated with metabolite levels (Illig et al., 2010). The third variant, rs1537091,
resided on chromosome 21, and it was encircled by long intergenic ncRNAs at
various distances. The surrounding transcripts did not have any characterized
functions. The locus had some putative regulatory effects, but as for rs9591920 on
chromosome 13, we could not find anything that would directly link the locus to
our phenotypes of interest without further study.
6.2

NKG2D as a candidate of bronchiolitis susceptibility (II)

Based on a GWAS subgroup analysis that was overlaid on available eQTL and
pQTL data (GTEx Consortium et al., 2017; Suhre et al., 2017), we suggest that
lower levels of NKG2D mRNA and protein expression predispose children to virus
triggered bronchiolitis. NKG2D is an activating killer cell lectin-like immune
receptor that is expressed on surfaces of NK cells, γδ T cells, CD8+ T cells, iNKT
cells, and some CD4+ T cells (Lanier, 2015). Production of conjugate ligands for
NKG2D is induced when cells undergo stress due to hyperproliferation,
transformation or invading viruses. Interaction of NKG2D receptors with their
ligands advances lytic or cytokine mediated elimination of the NKG2D ligandexpressing cells.
Some studies have suggested that RSV infection is detected via the NKG2D
receptor (Ebihara et al., 2007; Farhadi et al., 2014; F. Li, Zhu, Sun, Wei, & Tian,
2012). The accurate function of NKG2D during infection is not clearly defined,
and it may be affected by the surrounding cellular environment (Zhang, Basher, &
Wu, 2015). In our GWAS data, the major allele of the rs10772271 susceptibility
variant, which was associated with lower NKG2D quantities in the QTL databases,
was more common in bronchiolitis cases than controls. The variant belonged to a
same haplotype with rs1049174 that was also a protein and gene level-associated
QTL for NKG2D. The mode of function for this variant was recently clarified in a
study that found rs1049174 alleles have dissimilar adherence towards micro-RNA
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mir-1245, which downregulates NKG2D (Espinoza et al., 2016). The haplotype
that contained the major alleles of both NKG2D variants was more common in
bronchiolitis cases than controls. The haplotype including our candidate
susceptibility alleles has been previously characterized as a low cytotoxicity (LNK)
haplotype, associated with lower cytotoxicity of NK cells and greater cancer
susceptibility (Hayashi et al., 2006).
The smaller subgroup of the combined GWAS was selected as a starting
population for this study for several reasons. The combined GWAS included
general population controls, whereas in this subpopulation, controls were carefully
selected to match the cases in relation to age, site, and sex. Further, the study
samples were genotyped in the same genome-wide bead chip, which makes
analyzing them unambiguous.
6.2.1 Follow-up studies on NKG2D
We conducted a flow cytometry examination in NK cells to authenticate the link
between NKG2D genotypes and NKG2D expression in a suitable tissue. NKG2D
genotypes were associated with NKG2D receptor abundance in all three detected
NK cell populations. Thus, we confirmed the reported pQTL effect, and it was
directionally consistent compared to the information in the database, with major
alleles associated to lower NKG2D content.
We further conducted association analysis for the NKG2D variants in
replication populations, of which two originated from Finland and one from
Denmark. In the Danish population, the effect was not consistent, but the number
of cases was so limited that we cannot confirm a negative result. NKG2D variant
rs10772271 was nominally associated in one Finnish population but not in the other,
although the effect was in the same direction. Nevertheless, there was a large allele
frequency difference between cases and controls in the original GWAS subanalysis
(19%) as well as in the positive replication analysis (10%). Allele frequency
differences in the negative Finnish replication cohort were 7%. We found no
evidence of association between the other NKG2D variant, rs1049174, and
bronchiolitis in the replication analyses.
The NKG2D receptor can bind to various ligands, which may trigger
homologous or contrasting immune pathways (Hayashi et al., 2006). As
bronchiolitis may result from infection by various respiratory viruses, it would be
interesting to study the NKG2D receptor within virus-specific bronchiolitis studies.
Further, it might be useful to conduct NKG2D expression analysis in cells extracted
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from bronchiolitis patients. Those results could then be compared to our flow
cytometry analysis, in which NKG2D expression was measured in cells from
healthy donors and analyzed by genotype.
6.3

Potential virus-specific role of CDHR3 variant in bronchiolitis
(III)

The CDHR3 variant rs6967330 was associated with asthma in previous studies
(Bonnelykke et al., 2014; Pickrell et al., 2016). The studied asthma-phenotype was
characterized by exacerbations in childhood, and the association was not detected
in samples from the UK biobank with broader asthma definitions (Vicente et al.,
2017). Meta-analysis did not detect an association between the CHDR3 variant and
overall bronchiolitis, although the effect was in the right direction. There was
evidence of high heterogeneity among the study populations, which may dilute the
potential effect. There was no evidence for involvement of the CDHR3 SNP in RSV
bronchiolitis. Instead, an association was detected in a subpopulation comprising
mostly RSV-negative bronchiolitis cases. Thus, the studied CDHR3 variant may
predispose for bronchiolitis that is caused by a pathogen other than RSV.
Interestingly, CDHR3 is a known RV-C receptor. Our study variant, rs6967330-A,
has been shown to enhance RV-C binding and progeny production (Bochkov et al.,
2015). RV infection is also known to be the major triggering agent of asthma
exacerbations, especially if children have had atopy and allergic sensitization (Troy
& Bosco, 2016).
6.4

Prospects for future studies

We detected several new candidate loci of bronchiolitis-susceptibility in the GWAS
and subsequent replication analyses. The preliminary findings of our hypothesisfree study of bronchiolitis should be assessed in larger sample sizes to validate the
potential roles of the GWAS candidate loci in bronchiolitis. It would be beneficial
to perform these future studies in virus-specific bronchiolitis populations, ideally
further classified by age. This may be possible, as bronchiolitis cohorts continue to
be collected by certain research groups, and many causal viruses can be easily
detected by PCR.
Many of the strongest suggestively associated loci in the GWAS resided in
intergenic regions that were surrounded by uncharacterized transcripts. It will be
interesting to see whether these associations will be replicated in genetic studies of
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bronchiolitis. Further, it will be intriguing to observe what functions will be
assigned to those uncharacterized genes in future studies.
NKG2D signaling has been shown to be involved in battling viral infection,
and a couple of studies have suggested that RSV interacts with the NKG2D receptor
during viral LRI. The accurate function of NKG2D during infection is not well
characterized and appears to be context-specific. The potential role of the NKG2D
receptor in RSV bronchiolitis is also far from being resolved, and it could be studied
in various settings to better characterize the pathways triggered by the potential
virus-receptor -interaction.
The meta-analysis of a polymorphism in CDHR3 detected an association
between non-RSV bronchiolitis and the CDHR3 variant. The locus has been
previously associated with a particular asthma phenotype in two large studies.
Further studies on the shared genetic basis among virus-specific bronchiolitis
populations and specific asthma phenotypes may provide insight into the
relationship between bronchiolitis and asthma.
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7

Conclusions

Knowledge of the genetic and molecular mechanisms playing a role in bronchiolitis
is limited. In this work, we performed the first hypothesis-free GWAS to identify
novel risk loci for childhood bronchiolitis. We further conducted a large metaanalysis in which a previously asthma-associated variant in the CDHR3 gene was
tested for association across bronchiolitis studies.
The GWAS suggested several new variants as candidates of bronchiolitis
susceptibility. The best associating loci were similar in the population containing
all virus etiologies and in the population that was stratified for RSV-induced
bronchiolitis. Many of the best suggestive association signals were in
uncharacterized genomic regions; thus, we were unable to assign them with any
obvious role in bronchiolitis susceptibility without further study. The GWAS
provided some support for associations between genetic variants and bronchiolitis
detected in previous association studies that used a candidate-gene approach. In an
analysis conducted on a GWAS subpopulation, we identified polymorphisms
located within or near the NKG2D locus as potential variants that predispose to
bronchiolitis. We further concluded that reduced expression of the NKG2D
immune receptor may be associated with a risk of bronchiolitis. In the metaanalysis, we found a potential association between the CDHR3 variant and nonRSV bronchiolitis. CDHR3 is a receptor for RV. Thus, the studied variant may play
a role in RV bronchiolitis.
The results of this project provide new information on the genetic background
of bronchiolitis. These observations may help us understand the genetics and
biological mechanisms underlying bronchiolitis susceptibility, and shed light into
the relationship of viral bronchiolitis and asthma. Better characterization of genetic
factors that predispose to bronchiolitis, together with accumulating –omics data,
clinical data, and patient material, may enable the identification of diverse
biological profiles associated with specific bronchiolitis subtypes. This may help
to identify biomarkers to target the already existing treatments, which are not
broadly effective for all bronchiolitis patients, to appropriate subgroups. Further,
such information will likely help to develop and refine treatment strategies that are
currently under evaluation as well as yet to be identified therapeutic interventions.
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